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Lightweight Retractable Ramp 

Perfect helping hand for those that find their Travel Buggy a little too heavy to lift. 
Weighing only 19 lbs, our retractable ramp design makes it easy to carry and 
store. Features a push-button safety lock to hold the ramp at 4 ft. and 7 ft. 
lengths. Non-skid traction surface and side guardrails on the edge prevent the 
wheels from slipping or falling off the side. Max capacity of 600 lbs. Comes with a 
FREE Carry Bag. 

 

 
Heavy Duty Travel Bag 

This heavy duty padded canvas travel bag is a must if you want to make sure the 
airlines don't scratch your brand new travel wheelchair. Simply fold your Travel 
Buggy and put this bag overtop. It fastens securely on the sides and underneath with 
Velcro and allows the wheels to move freely for convenient transportation through the 
airport. Our Heavy Duty Travel Bag also comes with a large front pocket to store your 
joystick, charger or other items.  

 

 Multi Pocket Organizer 

Keep all your accessories nearby with this arm rest organizer. Includes two large 
zipper pouches (front and back) and three smaller open pouches for pens, eye 
glasses, cell phone etc. This organizer fastens tightly with Velcro to the armrest for 
easy access. Dimensions 14" x 7" 

 

 

Adjustable Headrest 
Our headrest can be positioned in multiple locations and angles ensuring the users 
full comfort. The headrest is 14” wide, 5” in height and 3.5” thick. Each side can be 
contoured in to comfort the head. Features a removable and washable cover. 

 

 

Clamp On Umbrella 

Multi-angle umbrella and clamp to keep you protected. This 
product is simple to use and as versatile as our power chairs. 
It features a 4-way swivel by the two push button hinges for 
easy adjustment. Umbrella and clamp folds down together 
for compact transportation in included carry bag. UPF 50+ 
lining for maximum sun protection. 

 

 Adjustable Leg Extension 

Ideal for those that have trouble 
bending their knees or taller 
customers. These extensions add up 
to nearly 20" of length with a soft calf 
pad. They are fully adjustable for 
angles and extended lengths. 

COMPATIBLE WITH CITY AND CITY 
2 PLUS MODELS ONLY 
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Cane Holder 

Keep your cane nearby with this 
easy to use cane holder. It simply 
mounts on the back of your Travel 
Buggy for convenient access after 
you are done your ride. Compatible 
with most canes and brands up to 
1.5" diameters. 

 

 

Bag Hook 

The perfect hook for the center bar 
of your Travel Buggy to hold day 
bags, a purse or shopping 
bags.  The hook is easy to 
attach and fastens securely 
so items don't fall off. Made of 
strong and lightweight aluminum. 

 

 

LED Lights 

For those that like to head out after dark, these red 
and black LED lights are a must have!  Includes 
two lights, one headlight and one taillight. The LED 
lights easily and securely fastens to your Travel 
Buggy. Features 3 light settings, slow blink, fast 
blink and constant light. Package includes 2 lights, 
one headlight (black silicone with white light) and 
one tail light (red silicone with red light). Size is 
6cm x 4cm (small). 

 

 

Shopping Basket 
Detachable (and collapsible) metal basket for extra storage on the back of 
your portable electric wheelchair. This basket is completely weather-proof 
and made of a highly durable steel. Features hooks to slip on and off the 
backrest of your chair as well as optional mounting bracket to secure for 
heavier loads. Dimensions: 14"x 8"x 9" 

*Caution: spring loaded, so be mindful when unfolding the basket. 
 

 

 

Cargo Net 
Our cargo net is perfect for holding larger canes, bags, extra shoes or whatever 
it is you need on the go. It features smaller 2" x 2" mesh to safely secure your 
cargo and help eliminate fall through. Our large hooks made or durable ABS 
plastic, fit on all models easily and are designed to reduce the chance of 
scratching. Also features subhooks allowing you to pull the net tightly across 

the backrest. Dimensions: 15" x 15". Color Black.  

 

 

 

Care Giver Mount 
Our new multi-position care giver mount can position the joystick on the back of 
your Travel Buggy for a caregiver to drive and steer your power chair. Allows 
the care giver to walk behind the chair comfortably. The new design can be 
fixed in various positions based on the user's requirements. *Excludes Joystick 
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Vista Flexible 
Phone Holder 

Our most popular and 
must have gadget, 
this phone holder 
features a flexible 
base and 360 degree 
rotation to ensure 
you've got the right 
angle. It also can be 
fit a wide range of 
smartphones from 3.5 
to 6" screen size 
including all popular 
models. 
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Backpack 

Our new Travel Buggy 
backpack fits conveniently 
on the chairs back rest and 
makes for a perfect day-bag. 
Our lightweight, durable 
backpack features a large 
17" H x 12.5" W x 6.5" L 
main compartment and 
smaller front pocket to keep 
things organized. 

 

 

Oxygen Tank Holder 

Oxygen Tank Holder provides a secure way to carry 
necessary oxygen cylinders, the oxygen tank holder is 
easy to attach to any Travel Buggy wheelchair. The 
cylinder bag is sized to accommodate tank sizes up to D 
and E cylinders and adjusts to securely hold smaller tanks 
as well. Featuring strong fastener straps with quick-release 
buckles, the oxygen tank holder is made with durable 
material for long-term usability and includes a small 
zippered pocket for storing excess tubing and essential 
items. 

Durable Design: Constructed with sturdy polyester 
material, the oxygen tank holder features a reinforced 
opening and base and is also lined with a composite 
material for added durability. Suitable for daily use, the 
cylinder bag is easy to spot clean as needed. Designed 
with multiple fastener straps, it is easy to install for greater 
convenience. The straps include quick-release buckles and 
are positioned to stabilize larger cylinders for comfortable 
use. 

Exterior Compartments: Conveniently store extra tubing 
and small items in an easy to access open compartment. 
The front of the tank holder includes a zippered 
compartment for securely carrying loose items. 
 

 

City Flexible 
Phone Holder 

Our most popular 
and must have 
gadget, this phone 
holder features a 
flexible base and 360 
degree rotation to 
ensure you've got the 
right angle. It also 
can be fit a wide 
range of 
smartphones from 
3.5 to 6" screen size 
including all popular 
models. 

 

 

Universal Cup & Phone Holder 

That's right, it's a cup holder and a 
phone holder all rolled into one. Keep 
your phone & drinks nearby with our 
stylish new design. It fastens easily 
and securely to any Travel Buggy 
model. 
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Vista Seat Width Screws 

Need more seating room? Add 3" of seating room to your Travel Buggy with these 
easy to install arm rest spacers. Simply remove the arm rests, add the spacers and 
fasten the arm rest. 

Package includes 4 spacers (2 per side) and 4 longer bolts. Total installation time 
is less than 3 minutes. Considered "easy" to install on your own. The Allen Key 
provided with your Travel Buggy is the only tool required.  
 

 

 

Universal Support Bar 

Having trouble getting in and out of your 
Travel Buggy? This ingenious support bar can 
assist you in effortlessly getting out of your 
power chair. It is compatible with all Travel 
Buggy models: DASH, VISTA, and CITY 2 
PLUS. 

 

 

 

Easy-Lift Strap 

Simply attach the velcro around the 
footplate and the backrest, and roll 
your foldable power chair like a 
suitcase. This multi-purpose 
accessory can also be used for 
lifting your Travel Buggy into the back 
of your trunk. Buy 2 and have a friend 
carry the other side! 

 

 

Locking Hook 

Once you've folded your 
Travel Buggy, simply 
attach each hook on the 
top bar of the backrest 
and the frame bar under 
the seat to secure the 
power chair in the folded 
position. Compatible with 
all Travel Buggy models. 

 

 

 

 

City 2 Plus Battery Carry-On Bag 

You've asked for it, so here is our new battery carry-on bag. No more 
fumbling with the batteries of your electric wheelchair at the airline gate. 
Simply put your Travel Buggy battery(s) into this sleek zip-up carry bag 
and board the plane. Our carry-on bag features foam padded sides and 
sturdy handles. This battery bag can fit up to two batteries securely. 
Dimensions (LxWxH) 22" x 4" x 8" 

 

 

 

 


